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Rumors
False stories abound as murder remains unsolved
By Heather Dawson

"Every year we have rumors about different things.
One starts and it goes like crazy for a day or two," said
The murder of a city woman last Sunday less than a Dr. William Bolding, JMU's director of residence life.
mile from campus led to several rumors that similar
The worst part about these rumors is, we tried to
murders had occurred this week on or near campus.
tell people it was only rumors and then we got the
Announcements made in residence halls late feedback They're trying to cover it up!'" he said.
Thursday night warning students to observe safety
"How do you cover up a mass murder?" Bolding
precautions fueled the rumors. Students were warned to added.
lock room doors that night and not to prop open
Students need to be more aware of the power of
outside doors after visitation hours.
damaging rumors, he said.
The announcements caused concern among students
"Rumors are fueled by two things. People speaking
who believed rumors that other murders had been it, and the accepting of people who hear the rumor," he
committed that day.
said. "They don't think.
staff writer

"In dealing with most rumors, people are not
rational."
The Office of Residence Life was not aware of
announcements made in most residence halls Thursday
night until Friday morning, Bolding said.
"The only place where we have told them [RAs] to
take some extra precautions is in McGraw-Long,
where we've had some reports of a prowler," Bolding
said. "That was due primarily to women propping
open the doors after they've been locked, and so we've
asked them to give periodic announcements to remind
See MURDER page 2>

JMU sets the trend in student assessment
By Martin Romjue
news editor

JMU is designing a permanent testing
program to measure how much students
learn before they graduate and identify
strengths and weaknesses in academic
departments.
Starting with the class of 1991,
students will be tested at the beginning
of their freshman year and at the end of
their sophomore and senior years.
These assessment tests are part of
JMU's Initiatives for Excellence plan
designed to improve the quality of
education at JMU.
The program includes both
standardized tests and tests designed by
each academic department. Individual
departments also will find methods for
using the results to make curriculum
changes.
Nine academic majors started
assessment programs during the
1986-87 academic year, and 21 majors
will implement programs this year.
"We're defining the undergraduate
experience in a very broad way," said
Dr. Dary Erwin, director of assessment
"The tests will be very comprehensive."
Tests will measure a student's moral,
intellectual, social and emotional
development, Irwin said. Tests also will
collect information on a student's
writing ability, critical thinking and
problem solving skills.
Faculty committees in each academic
department will select and design their

*=»

own assessment instruments, he said.
"The faculty have the freedom to design
it as broadly as they can."
Both the faculty, by designing the
tests, and the students, by taking them,
will decide what an academic major is
all about, Erwin said.
• Assessment testing will become a
standard procedure with academic
departments determining their own
learning objectives and recommending
curriculum improvements based on an
analysis of test results, Erwin said.
Testing will benefit students directly,
he added. The university will allow for
faculty members and student advisers to
discuss individual test results with
students.
The next round of tests will be given
to sophomores March 16. A group will
be tested in each of the following areas:
two groups will be tested in general
education, one in writing to measure
critical thinking, .and one in affective
[non-academic] development Groups of
freshmen took similar tests on Aug.
31.
Students are required to take the tests
and should answer questions to the best
of their ability, Erwin said. "We request
a serious effort of them. It doesn't help
JMU for' them to just come in and
guess.
"You gain more from college than
just subject matter and learning," he
See TESTING page 2>
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Murder
> (Continued from page 1)

concern.

hall staff members who were on duty to make sure
doors were locked, he said. "That isn't an unreasonable
request."
Brad Thompson, head resident of Bell Hall, said the
cadets spoke to him Thursday night. "There was
confusion on when the halls should lock the doors.
There"were a lot of rumors.
"They [cadets] were under the assumption that all the
halls were going to close early," Thompson said. "I
told them I had just had a meeting with my area
director six hours ago and that only the female halls
were going to close early."
Bolding said, "At this point, we're just trying to say,
"Folks, we're not in a security problem right now.'
"Our normal security precautions are in effect as they
always are," he said. "There's no need for additional

Students' parents are concerned about security
precautions, Bolding said. "We've gotten calls from
parents wanting to know why our halls were still open
at 10 o'clock when they were supposed to be closed at
eight."
Bolding said the worried parents told his office that
"campus security told them" the halls would close
early.
The halls will continue to observe "reasonable,
normal precautions," he said.
"We've told all halls, especially those with women,
that they need to be doing some more programming on
security issues," he said.
Harrisonburg city police and the state medical
examiner's office could not be reached for comment
yesterday on the continuing murder investigation.
An anonymous group of Harrisonburg businessmen

is offering a $10,000 reward for information into the
death of Shirley Graham Collins.
A spokesman for the group said Friday the group
decided to offer the reward in hopes of "flushing out"
Collins' killer.
"Harrisonburg can't tolerate things like this. Women
don't feel like going out for a walk or jog anymore,"
he said.
The spokesman said the murder of one of his
relatives three months ago in Staunton motivated him
to offer the reward. A similar reward offered there led to
the capture of the killer in three days, he said.
The spokesman said his group hopes to have similar
success by offering this reward.
"I have the support of anyone in the business
community," he said. "And I will stay with it until we
flush whoever did that out."

Testing
> (Continued from page 1)

assessment methods, Williamson said.
"I would like the whole department
said. "We want to feed it back through involved."
The departments have discussed test
students."
format
ideas but are "very far from
Students can choose to receive copies
making
commitments or conclusions,"
and descriptions of their score results to
he
said.
help them understand their performance,
The foreign language department gave
Erwin said. He added that the test won't
affect a student's grades, major or an assessment test last April to all
seniors majoring in Russian, and is
academic standing.
"The most fun will be when we test discussing plans to design assessment
people, and students can see how tests in Spanish, French, German and
they've changed over time," Erwin said. classical studies, said Dr. Elizabeth
"It's a learning experience for students Neatrour, foreign language assessment
coordinator and head of the Russian
to compare what they were like."
Most academic departments are still studies department.
The Russian assessment test included
discussing what type of assessment
four parts: a national language test, a
tests they want to use, he said.
Dr. Ken Williamson, an associate multiple choice and essay question test
professor of marketing, and assessment on literature, history and culture, an
coordinator for the marketing and attitudinal/tolerance test, and an exit
hotel/restaurant
management interview with each graduate.
"We will revise slightly what we did
departments, said his departments are
working on two key goals: deciding the last year," Neatrour said.
Representatives from each language
objectives of the program and what
methods to use to measure assessment department arc meeting to develop
testing formats suitable to individual
results.
"We're exploring what we feel we departments, she said. Test formats are
should use this semester, and hope to tentatively scheduled to be ready by the
pin it down as soon as possible," middle of next semester, she added.
"The faculty will get together and
Williamson said. The marketing and
HRM departments will start testing look at curriculum to see if there are
next semester.
improvements we need to make,"
All faculty members in both Neatrour said.
departments will have input on
In addtion to measuring student
•

learning and academic effectiveness,
JMU's assessment program serves as a
model for many other colleges and
universities, Erwin said. "We're
perceived as one of the mote active
institutions."
JMU is among 15 percent of all
colleges and universities in the United
States designing and implementing
assessment programs. The state of
Virginia has declared JMU as a leading
institution in experimenting and
evaluating assessment testing methods.
"I hope we'll become known for the
design of valid and reliable instruments
and methods," he said.
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for
academic affairs, said "a minimum of
eight to 10 other universities have used
JMU for guidance on assessment
programs."
Warren said he included assessment as
part of a five-year plan to improve
academics at JMU because he didn't
want JMU to base assessment on
periodic five-year studies.

CORRECTIONS
• The state medical examiner
determined and released only the cause
of death of murder victim Shirley
Graham Collins on Tuesday, Oct. 20.
No information was released regarding
sexual assault, tests are still being
conducted
Inaccurate information was printed in
the October 22 issue of The Breeze.
•Talent auditions for summer jobs at
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"It's prevented us from engaging in
workbook assessment," Warren said. By
having a director and state financial
support, we can have a test come from
each department.
"The faculty wanted it as long as they
could determine departmental
objectives," he said.
JMU President Ronald Carrier and
Gordon Davies, director of the State
Council of Higher Education for
Virginia, shared the initial idea for
assessment. Warren said. They
concluded assessment would be a greatidea if left to the institution, he added.
Carrier and Davies suggested JMU
could be a model institution in
implementing' assessment without it
being forced on the institution, Warren
said.
JMU shouldn't face any problem in
getting state funds for the assessment
program. Warren said. "As long as we
have success, we won't worry about
funding. Assessment is a long-term
phenomenon."

Busch Gardens will be held on Tuesday,
Nov. 3.
Inaccurate information was printed in
the Oct. 15 issue of The Breeze.
•Dr. George West did not write the
song "Oh ShcnandOah." He has worked
with a new arrangement of the original
folk song.
Inaccurate information was printed in
the Oct. 22 issue of The Breeze, see
related letter on page 25.

Alcohol Abuse
Be sure to read the
Q&A column on alcohol
in this Thursdays issue of

T/te "Breeze
Column by Arlington Treatment Center staff members
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Freshmen concerned with academics
Survey shows that this year's class has higher SAT scores than last year's class
By Amy Porter
assistant new$ editor

This year's freshmen are up and
coming academically, just like JML).
A survey sent to incoming freshmen
last May shows this year's freshmen :
have higher SAT scores than last year's
class, and more of them chose JMU for ■
its academic reputation.
About 1,920 surveys were sent, and
1,792, or 93 percent usable surveys
were returned. This year's'freshmen
class has about 1,950 students.
Seven percent more students — 24
percent of the freshmen respondents —
than last year received a combined SAT
score of 1200 or more. Thirty-one
percent of the freshment scored in the
1100s, and 25 percent scored in the
1000s.
The survey shows 84 percent of the
respondents reported that JMU's good
academic reputation was an important
factor in deciding to attend. That figure
is up from 80 percent last year. It has
increased from 77 percent since 1984.
Even though JMU's reputation has
improved over the last several years,
fewer freshmen selected JMU as their
first choice of colleges.
Even though 71 percent of JMU
freshmen considered JMU their first
choice, that figure is down from last
year's 75 percent.
Out of a group of five randomly
chosen JMU freshmen who talked to
The Breeze about questions on the
survey, three strongly preferred to attend
a better-named school than JMU.
Charles Mac Donald was accepted at
both the Coast Guard Academy and the
U.S. Naval Academy. But he failed an
eye exam for both schools, so JMU
was his third choice.
Lisa Horsch and Scott Ford had set
their hopes on the University of
Virginia or the College of William and
Mary over JMU.
Melinda Williams and Angie Vinch
considered going to schools closer to
home, but later realized that going away
would add to the college experience.
Regardless of previous preferences,
these five said they are happy with their
decision to attend JMU.
Like them, 97 percent of this year's
freshmen respondents said their
perception of JMU is good.
"A lot of the schools are kind of
trendy, I thought," Ford said. "JMU
seems diversified. Everybody seems to
be an individual and does their own
thing."
Although Ford wanted to attend the
University of Virginia for his political
science major, he said he doubts he'll
transfer. "If I felt like my political
science department wasn't adequate
enough, maybe I would [transfer]," he

(Freshman Files )
■i

Good academic
reputation was
very important in
deciding to
attend JMU

MEMO
To: Freshman Advisers
The following are the
results of the 1987
Freshman Survey in
comparison with earlier
freshman class results'.
The survey was given to
most of the freshman
class.

1987

84%

1986

80%

1985

78%

1984

77%

:■ J

"'

1200 +
1100-1199
1000-1099
900-999
800-899
799-699

1986

1985

24%
31%
25%
13%
5%
2%

17%
34%
32%
10%
5%
3%

14%
32%
34%
13%
4%
2%

1

1984
14%
32%
34%
12%
6%
2%

"I came to college to get an education
for my future and a job. I think most
people do," Angie Vinch said. "1 think
that's their long-range plan, but they
have fun along the way."
Most of the freshman respondents
come from middle class families, but
that's up and coming too. Twenty-three
percent of the respondents reported their
estimated annual family income over
$75,000.
That figure jumped 5 percent since
last year.
Eighteen percent recorded parental
incomes between $45,000 and $54,999.
Related to income, 3 percent more
students and families are paying for
80-100 percent of college costs.
Last year, 75 percent of the students
and families paid for college. This year,
the figure is 78 percent.
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said." Education is the most important
part"
Horsch said she knows she won't
transfer. "I'm proud to go here and now
that I'm here I'd never transfer out"
The five freshmen said they don't
think that UVa and William and Mary
are a great deal better than JMU, but
added that they're more prestigious
because of their history.
"They've got a better reputation than
our school," MacDonald said. "In my
opinion it's just a name."
More than 90 percent of the survey
respondents thought JMU seemed
friendly and progressive. Over 80
percent said JMU was the right size,
challenging, open and accessible,
supportive, emotionally healthy,
flexible and intellectual. These figures
generally have remained steady over the
past two years.
The percentage of students who said

Since 1984, freshmen also have
become increasingly concerned with
finding a good job, and they see college
as an important means of getting one.
The survey also shows 81 percent of
the respondents said a very important
reason for attending college was to get a
better job. That figure was the same for
last year's survey, too. In 1984, the
number was 78 percent
All of the five freshmen in the group
said they decided to go to college for
better employment reasons.

Combined SAT scores
1987

said they would speak to the teacher or
other authority without using names.
Twenty-one percent said they would be
disturbed, but action would depend on
who the student was. Fourteen percent
said they would be disturbed but do
nothing.

they would report a student breaking the
honor code has decreased 10 percent
since 1984.
That year, 21 percent of the
respondents said they would report a
violator. This year. 11 percent said they
would, and in 1985 and 1986, 13
percent said they would report a
violator.
MacDonald said he would report a
violator if he saw it.
"Why not?" "ie said. "It depends on
how you feel that day. If you studied
and you see some guy pull out a book
... I'd be fired up."
"It would be really hard if I knew the
person," Horsch said. "It would take me
a long time to think about it."
Reporting a violation depends on the
degree of cheating, MacDonald said.
Thirty percent of the survey
respondents said they would tell the
violator in person. Twenty-two percent

More than a third of the freshman
respondents' fathers have earned a
graduate degree. Twenty-seven percent
have earned an undergraduate degree.
Twelve percent of the respondents'
mothers have a graduate degree, while
28 percent have a college degree.
As usual, about a third of the
freshmen come from Northern Virginia.
Last year, 33 percent came from
Northern Virginia. This year, 36
percent do.
Twenty-seven percent of the freshman
respondents are from out of state, while
14 pecent are from the Piedmont area
and 13 percent are from the Tidewater
area. Six percent come from Southwest
Virginia and 4 percent come from the
Shenandoah Valley.
The white-black ratio at JMU has
remained constant the past three years.
Eighty-eight percent of the freshmen
respondents are white, while 9 percent
are black.
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1680 E. Market Street
We're the new
neighbors and
you've made us
feel right at home.
So, we are happy to
welcome you any
time you have
an appetite for
something exciting
and out of the
ordinary. JUST
MADE FOR YOU.
Here's one
neighbor that's
always pleased to
have you drop in at
mealtimes, or any
time. Bring this
coupon and feel
more than
welcome.
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Six replacements proposed for 'racist' song
By Tracey Neale
staff writer

Six new or revised songs were
proposed to a General Assembly
subcommittee Oct. 16, which met at
JMU to study the 'racist' lyrics of the
Virginia state song.
During the 1940 session, "Carry Me
Back to Old Virginia" was officially
designated as the state song. During
this session, a resolution was drafted
which provided that the song's usage
foster pride among the children of our
Virginia schools.
The song, originally entitled "Carry
Me Back To Old Virginny," was
written in 1875 by freedman James A.
Bland.
"We noticed that everytime 'Carry Me
Back' was sung, the black students
around us would have painful looks on
their faces," said James McHenry of the
Page County Heritage Association.
"And it took no great understanding to
know what was wrong."
Although McHenry and his wife
Violet told the subcommittee they
support retaining the song, they
proposed a version written 18 years
ago, in which nine words were changed.
Their version changed "old darkey's" to
"traveler's," "old darkey's" in another
reference to "old timer's," and "Massa
and Missis" to "all those old home

This version has been taught in some
area schools, and few people noticed the
difference, Violet McHenry said.
In classroom and group discussions
during the week before Friday's hearing,
JMU students expressed their concern
and interest in the matter.
Some students said their generation is
concerned and angered, rather than proud
of such words as "old darkey's," and
"Massa and Missis."
"It bothers me that they chose fall
break to have this hearing, knowing
that very few, if any, student opinion
could be voiced," said student Rena
Marsh, who-attended the hearing for a
class assignment.
This fact and the racist lyrics raised
some still unanswered questions about
the retention of the song in 1940, and
its current status and usage in public
schools and formal occasions.
Thomas Moncure Jr., chairman of the
joint subcommittee, said "Carry Me
Back" is not being used, and that was
the main reason for "putting in the
resolution for change.
"I have yet to hear the first note of
our state song stricken up at any formal
occasion," said Moncure, who has been
a member of the legislature for six
years.
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folks."

Minority problems improve, but still unsolved
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

Problems of racial discrimination haven't been
solved yel in Virginia's colleges and universities,
according to an article in the Oct. 4 edition of the
Washington PosL
In discussing the findings of a congressional
committee report, the article stated "Virginia's record
in reducing the disparity between black and white
enrollments is an 'abysmal failure.'"
What'about JMU? Despite progress in enrollment
and student racial relatafjBs, more blacks still need to
be exposed to JMU, administrators here said.
"I'm not yet content — we can always do more,"
said Forrest Parker, assistant director of admissions.
"Anytime you're content with being stagnant, you're
not growing.
"JMU is not yet a household word within the black
community, so we need to expose them to our
school," he added.
A report compiled by the Office of Planning and
Analysis shows that black undergraduate enrollment at
JMU is rising steadily.
In 1982, there were 286 black undergraduates, 3.6
percent of total undergraduates. This year the figures
jumped to 740 black undergraduates, comprising 8.2
percent of total undergraduates.
JMU can expose more minorities to the university
by having recruiters visit "pocket zones" in Virginia
where there are large black populations, and hold
events such as Black Awareness Day to increase both
white and black students' knowledge about black

activities on campus, Parker said.
Byron Bullock, assistant dean of students, said the
recruitment process is paying off.
"I think we do an outstanding job of recruiting
minorities — a lot has to do with James Madison
itself," Bullock said. "We do a great job of selling the
institution because our minority students are happy
here. They are comfortable with the environment."
Bullock also said JMU has good relations between
black and white students.
"We have a very healthy attitude here," Bullock said.
"Our responsibility to expose students to minorities in
all different fields is going well."
Speakers who have appeared recenUy at JMU such as
poets Gwendolyn Brooks and Nikki Giovanni, and
activist Yolanda King have been successful in
attracting large crowds of both blacks and whites.
"We're pushing the multi-cultural idea to create
greater awareness," Bullock said.
To become more aware of JMU's black population,
the administration is researching minority trends. A
survey was given to incoming freshmen and published
by the Office of Student Affairs [See related article,
page 3J. Some of the trends were:
•Black students named JMU as their first-choice
school more often than white students.
•Black students reported more often than white
students that making money was very important in
their decision to attend college.
•More black respondents reported having liberal
viewpoints than whites, while more white respondents
reported having conservative views.
•Black students said more often than white students

that they see themselves as being in the top 10 percent
of their peers in having social abilities; white students
saw themselves in the top 10 percentof their peers in
academic ability.
Dr. Al Menard, coordinator of the survey, noted that
although several differences between black and white
students exist, the similarities are far more important.
The freshman survey "doesn't show the common
bonds between black and white students, and it's very
important to realize these bonds," he said.
Bullock made similar observations. "The climate [at
JMU] is one of accepting students as students," he
said. "Students are interested in people for what they
are, not their color."
Bullock added, "I'm pleased to sec more and more
black students living off campus — they're feeling
even more comfortable with the Harrisonburg
environment than before."
The number of black students employed in the
community is rising, he .said. Also, there is the
"largest number ever" of black students in the SGA
this year, as well as significant involvement in hall
council and resident advisor positions.
"We encourage minority students to get involved in
all aspects of [college] life, not just minority groups,"
Bullock said.
This semester there were 189 black freshmen
enrolled at JMU. Although this number has not yet
reached the goal of 225Ior the year, adminstrators feel
optimistic about reaching that goal in the near future.
"We're doing just as well or better at JMU than other
schools," Parker said.
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Song
(Continued from page 5)
However, not all of the presenters
favored retaining the song. JMU
presented a version of "Oh
Shenandoah," which was arranged by
Dr. George West, professor of music,
and lyrics were supplied by Todd Zeiss,
associate professor of English.
The adaptability of the song to
various occasions was shown by a solo
sung by student Steve Painter, and a
recording of the JMU Chorale.
Five other songs were presented by
Carry Me Back To Old Virginia
Carry me back to old Virginia,
There's where the cotton and the
corn and the 'tatoes grow,
There's where the birds warble
sweet in the springtime,
There's where the old darkey's heart
am long'd to go.
There where I labor'd so hard for
old Massa,
Day after day in the field of yellow
corn,
No place on earth do I love more
sincerely.
Than old Virginia, the state where
I was bom.
Chorus
Carry me back to old Virginia,
There's where the cotton and the

people of the Shenandoah area,
including "Virginia Flower" and
"Dreaming of Virginia."
The public hearing was the fourth
held in Virginia to discuss changing the
state song. The subcommittee will
make its recommendations to the
General Assembly in January, which
will decide what changes, if any, will
be made regarding "Carry Me Back To
Old Virginia."

corn and the 'tatoes grow,
There's where the birds warble
sweet in the springtime,
There's where this old darkey's
heart am tong'd to go.
Carry me back to old Virginia,
There let me live till I wither and
decay.
Long by the old Dismal Swamp
have I wandert'd,
There's where this old darkey's life
will pass away.
Massa and Missis have long gone
before me.
Soon will we meet in that bright
and golden shore.
There's well be happy and free
from all sorrow,
There's where we'll meet and we'll
never part no more.

.............«»««««••««•«»•••••••••-•■
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Local businesses to visit here
for management career day
Charles Bilbrey, head of the
information and decision sciences
department. "The people we ask to
speak have a chance to meet our
students and the potential employees
thereRepresentatives from service
industries such as banks also will
participate in the workshop because
such workers often face decisions
similar to those who hold jobs in
operations.
The American Production and
Inventory Control Society, a
professional production society, will
hold a meeting in Chandler Hall at 6:30
p.m.
John Sari of John Sari and Company
in Winston-Salem, N.C., will speak at
the meeting about controlling the shop
floor in the 1990s. Sari is a private
consultant in manufacturing logistics.
The College of Business started
offering the POM major in response to
a need to train more students for
production-oriented jobs, Bilbrey said.
"Many of the colleges in this area,
and we were certainly ope of them,
went too much away from the
production area," he said.

By Sarah Michel
staff writer

Several business firms will send their
representatives to JMU Thursday to tell
students about careers in production and
operations management.
Professionals from Arthur Anderson,
R. R. Donnelley, Unisys, McQuay and
other companies will participate in a
career day for students majoring in
productions
and
operations
management
The free workshop, sponsored by the
College of Business, will provide
undeclared pre-business students
freshman advisers, and admissions and
placement personnel information about
what students can expect from a POM
major.
The workshop starts with an open
house from 2:15-5:15 p.m. in Rooms
A-D of the Warren Campus Center
mezzanine.
Representatives plan to dicuss such
topics as computer careers in
operations, materials management, and
career trends for women in operations.
They also will meet informally with
students and faculty members.
Dr. Dennis Kulonda, a member of the
information and decision sciences
"There is a movement in academia
department, said when planning the
back
towards emphasizing production,"
career day "we tried to get a diverse
Bilbrey
said. POM majors' skills can be
sample of different functional areas."
used
in
a variety of different jobs, he
Speakers include those representing
added.
local firms and businesses from other
Students can obtain a complete
parts of the state and region.
Students also get to meet potential schedule of career day events from die
recruiters during the sessions, said Dr. College of Business.

COURTFILE
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AD TRIVIA

Four students
tried for DUI;
3 plead guilty
By Kurt Larrick
police reporter

Find the ad with 15 lower case e's.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Arrthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN
r

:

A. _

'
V

Name.
Students Faculty, "and Stafl affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners ol Ad Trivia are not eiig.ble to win again this semester.
Entrants must oresent valid I D to win.

The cases of four students charged
with driving under the influence were
tried within the last five weeks in
Rockingham County District Court
•Student Christopher D. Andres, of
Annandale, was fined S250 and costs,
Oct 13 for a DUI charge. His license
was suspended for six months. Andres
was arrested Sept. 9. on Bluestone
Drive by campus police.
•Student Steven C. Baumler, 20, of
Manassas, pleaded guilty Oct. 13 to a
DUI charge. He was was fined S250 and
costs. His license was suspended for six
months, five of which are suspended
upon enrollment in ASAP. Baumler
was arrested Sept 26 by campus police
at the intersection of Duke's and
• Bluestone drives.
• Student Daniel P. Sloan pleaded

■

guilty Oct. 13 to a DUI charge. Sloan
was fined $250 and costs, and his
license was suspended for six months.
Sloan was arrested Sept. 18 by campus
police on Newman Drive.
• Student Peter R. Cofer, 20, of
Newport News, pleaded guilty Sept. 22
to a DUI charge. Cofer was fined $250
and costs. His license was suspended for
six months, five of which are suspended
upon enrollment in ASAP. Cofer was
arrested Sept. 1 by campus police at the
intersection of South Main and Grace
streets.
•Non-student Donald R. Taylor, 24,
of Harrisonburg, pleaded guilty Oct 13
to a charge of driving under the
influence. He was fined $250 and costs.
His license was suspended for six
months, five of which are suspended
upon enrollment in ASAP. Taylor was
arrested Sept. 26 by campus police on
Bluestone Drive near Eagle Hall
Disorderly conduct
• Student Tyrone L. Frazier, 21, of
Virginia Beach, pleaded guilty to a
disorderly conduct charge Oct 1. Frazier
was fined $50 and costs. He was
arrested by campus police Sept. 18.

•"
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

~ Ciro's Pizza

SPECIAL

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(With this
coupon only)

ONLY $6.29

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street

434-5375
Enterprise Travel
'The Travel Leader"
{

Thanksgiving and
~~ Christmas Fares
Going Fast!
%All Services Free
^Convenient to Campus
^Lowest Fares Available

I

85 East Market Street

433-5656

IF YOU NEED TO EARN SOME EXTRA MONEY
COME SEE m

mm

Chi Phi Fraternity

J

Americas
DinnerlaUe,

Due to an increase in business
we have openings in the following:
• Servers
• Cooks
• Dishwashers
• Food Preparation
We're willing to work around your class schedule!
Starting Salary - $4.00 /hr. for back of the
house positions. Servers have the opportunity
to make $6.00 - $8.00 /hr.
Apply in Person
Shoney's Restaurant I
Rt. 33 East
Near 181
Harrisonburg

\

Invites all men interested
in starting a new chapter
at JMU.
Chi Phi is the oldest National Fraternity and strives
for excellence in each and every ChaptCT across the
country. Here is an opportunity: a challenge to build
your own fraternity, to learn leadership skills and
organizational skills, and to make lifetime friendships.
National representatives will be on campus this
week and can be reached at x6356 for questions or
more information.
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BUSINESS
NEWS &NOTES

Software
donated by
local center
Barry Knowlcs, owner and
manager of ValCom Computer
Center in Harrisonburg, donated
approximately $2,000 worth of
software to JMU.
The software includes IBM
Personal
Computer
XENIX
operations and reference guides and
PFS: Professional programs.
The software will be installed in
JMU's Microcomputer Resource
Center, where it win be available for
faculty and graduate students, said
Bob Brookshire, director of academic
instructional materials and for
research.

Stock exchanges
to close early
The New York Stock Exchange
will halt trading at 2 p.m. today and
Tuesday. The closing, which is two
hours earlier than usual, is due to the
hectic trading of last week.
Nearly 2.5 billion shares changed
hands during the week since
Monday's 508-point plunge. A
normal week sees 900 million shares
change hands.
The American Stock Exchange and
Chicago Board Options Exchange
said that they would follow suit.

MIT economist
wins Nobel Prize
An American researcher at MIT
won the 1987 Nobel Memorial Prize
in Economic Science. The Royal
Swedish Academy in Stockholm
cited Robert M. Solow, a former
adviser to the Kennedy and Johnson
administration, for his explanation of
how
certain
factors
make
industrialized economies grow.
Solow says that taxes must rise,
government spending must be cut,
the dollar must drop, and usworkers should expect their pay to
fall behind workers in Japan, West
Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland.
Despite all of this, Solow says that
the stock market crash of last
Monday doesn't predict another Great
Depression.
- from staff and wire reports

Debts put a strain on market
By Don Peacock
staff writer

During the last six years, we have
seen lower interest rates, a lower
inflation rate and a decrease in
unemployment. Along with this, we
have seen unprecedented budget and
trade deficits. We've also seen the
nation that was, once the largest creditor
become the largest debtor.
The trade balance of manufactured
goods was at a $17 billion surplus in
1980. In 1986, the balance was a $139
billion deficit. This deficit is due to the
United States buying more than it
produces.

COMMENTARY
The National Debt has risen from
$645 billion in 1979 to $1,745 trillion
in 1986. The interest payments on this
debt alone were $136 billion.
What does this mean? The trade
deficit signals that American companies
are neither competitive nor efficient
enough. There is a reason why we are
buying Japanese and German joods;
they arc of higher quality, but are equal
or lower in price than American goods.

hasn't. Japan has retaliated by lowering
it's manufacturer's prices thus
neutralizing the planned effect.
America must retool its industries and
The rising debt, among other things,
manufacturing plants and find a way to
indicates that the national consumption
increase productivity in order to close
rate is too high while net national
the trade gap. Letting the dollar fall
savings rates are too low. We arc
against other major currencies is an
arlifical solution and doesn't get to the ,ybuying foreign goods on 'foreign
money, but as our principal keeps
heart of the problem. One example is
getting
bigger and our interest
the dollar's plunge against the Japanese
payments larger, the U.S. is going to
Yen last summer. The falling dollar
be seen as a risk — perhaps we already
was supposed to promt a boom in
are.
American industries, but as of yet, it

Staff graphic by JOYCE T. DOWNER
Foreign money will then become less
accessible and our economy could come
to a halt. Evidence of this can be seen
in last Monday's crash on Wall Street.
Though other factors were seen as a
cause in the downturn, increasing debt
with no clear intentions of remedying it
have many fearing what the future holds
in American investments.
The bottom line is that America has
to start living within its means,
spending less, and saving more.

Market tumbles

Investors not really affected
By Kathl Chlrichiello
business editor

"We haven't had the panic you would
think," Mike Beahm, a partner with
Branch Cabell and Co., said of last
week's stock market crash.

encouraging their clients to hold on to
their stocks because the market will
eventually go up.

Branch Cabell and Co., the local
brokerage firm, has experienced an
increase in telephone calls, but not
much else in the line of panic.

"1 think that it will consolodate here
for about three or four months," Beahm
said, "then we'll all regain some
confidence and it will go up.
"Right now we're expericcing a
rubber band effect," said Beahm of the
fluctuating market.

"Many people are using this as a
good opportunity to buy," Beahm said.
"Most of our clients are aware of what's
going on; they're knowledgeable about
the market."
Beahm also said that they are

A majority of the local investors and
Harrisonburg itself weren't affected too
much by "Black Monday" and the days
that followed. Surprisingly" enough,
neither was the rest of the world. The
market, they say, is mixed.

One thing is consistent, though, the
two hottest reading items last week
were The Wall Street Journal and "The
Great Depression of 1990." According
to one book store owner in Houston,
people look at the book and shout "See,
see, everything he said is coming true!"
Along with the books, playing the
lottery has become increasingly popular
as well. The Associated Press said that
many lottery players put their money
on the number 508 - the amount of
money the market fell on Monday.
Apparantly everything with the stock
market isn't bad though, in Michigan
on Wednesday, 508 was a winner.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Forest Hill Townhouses - Male roommate
needed for 5 BR luxury house. Private
room, laundry room, 3 stories, AC. Reduced
rent. 3, 6 or 9 mo. leases. Call Ed at
234-8440.
2 BR Apartment Available -1 mile from
campus. Park Apts. Call Ann, 433-4930,
Monday-Friday.

FOR SALE
Stereo - Sound Design receiver, tape deck,
speakers, JVC turntable, 60 watts. $150/
negotiable. Call Jim at 434-4659, leave
message.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

HELP WANTED
Want Near Lotus Wlz who can work
confidently with 123. Some knowledge of
command language desirable. Spare time
job working with grad student on project.
Must be motivated & be a fire-eater! Call
Bob at 568-6334, Harrison A-11.
Part Time Home Mailing Program Excellent income! Details, send sell
addressed, stamped envelope. West, Box
5877, Hillside, NJ 07205.
Travel Field Opportunity - Gain valuable
marketing experience while earning money.
Campus representatives needed
immediately for spring break trips to
Florida. Call Campus Marketing at
1-800-282-6221.
Cocktail Waitress - Weekends, must be 20.
Apply Train Station Restaurant.
Campus Representative Travel Pros Travel
Agency, Valley Mall. 434-1660.

4

Up To $10/Hr. - Mr. Gatti's is looking for
fast, ambitious people to deliver the best
pizza in town. Compare the potential
earnings between Mr. Gate's & our
competition. Check out our flexible
scheduling, scheduled by you & you'll see
that Gate's is the only way to go! Stop by
& see us in the Ctoverleaf Shopping Center
or call us at 433-0606.

We Are Looking For Experienced waiter &
waitress. Immediate openings, please apply
in person at China Inn. 68 Cartton St.

Storage Space - Affordable long or short
term. U-tock & keep key. Call 896-2915
evenings.

Jovember
21
Mlnl-Triathalon
preregistration $8. Free T-shirt. Forms
Godwin 213.

Want Student with preferably broadcast
engineering experience to serve as
assistant to the chief engineer of
WMRA-FM. 15 hour financial need position.
Applicant must be approved/qualified by
the Financial Aid Office. Contact Ellsworth
Neff, Chief Engineer, or Jim Miskimen,
General Manager, at X6221 during business
hours.

Celebrate Fall At Trie Country Place Lodging & camping on the Shenandoah
River. Modem facility camping, 2 BR chalet
or 5 BR lodge, mountain view decks,
fireplaces, 42 miles NW of JMU. Contact
Gail Price, Communication Dept. or
1-743-4007 evenings.

Hey Margaret Conroy - Happy birthday!
Let us see ya get down, ok? The
live With-Ables

Cleaning Person -1 day a week. Must have
own car & be comfortable with animals. Call
433-1661 after 5 pm.
Part Time Taxi Drivers - Flexible hours,
above average pay, must have good driving
record & some knowledge of area. Contact
Larry Bragg, City of Harrisonburg Public
Transit, 475 E. Washington St.,
434-2515.
Person To.Do Part Time general office
work. Apply at Alfred Neys in Valley Mall.
Reliable, Non-Smoking Babysitter needed
for 10 yr. old child from 3:15-11:15 every
other week. Will provide transportation if
needed. Call before 2:30, 433-0910.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Gold Bracelet - Reward! Please call
Dawn, X4612. Sentimental value.
Lost Purple Wallet Keychaln - Reward. If
found call 433-5989.
"w-

Is Your Car Ready For Winter? Get a
radiator flush & fill at Jiffy Lube, across
from Valley Mall.
Custom Resumes - Prepared & Typeset
$30 in 1 hour. 886-3771 or 234-8396.
Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality.
Visa/MC/Check.
433-3063, it's worth it.
Skin Care & Glamour Products Available
Call Kimberly at 433-6934 for a free
complimentary facial.
Sculptured Nafls - No one wil ever know you
wear imitation nails. Call The Nail Doctor,
289-5656.15 years experience.

Campus Rep Or Organization needed to
promote spring break trip to Florida Earn
cash & free trips! Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-433-7747.

Easy Tan - Tan & relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808.
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6:45 am-8
pm. Sat, 6:45 am-12 noon.

Christmas Season Part-Time Reps
needed. Begin now, continue at home
(throughout Virginia.) Top earnings. Apply
in person, Wed., Oct 28, noon-5 pm,
Regency Inn, tower level. Liddle Marketing,
289-9271.

WANTED
Adoption - Childless couple wishes to
provide a loving home for your baby. Will
pay medical & legal expenses. Please call
Patsy & Eric at 703-281-9363 collect.
We Buy Used Records, Tapes & Compact
Discs! Town & Campus Records, 70 W.
Water St., downtown Harrisonburg.
Ride Wanted To UNC or ECU - Oct.
30-Nov. 1. Call x5025, Cara.

PERSONALS
IFC Would Uke To Wish The Chi Phi
Fraternity a successful rush & we would like
to extend a warm welcome to the JMU
Greek community. IFC

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Word Processing - Letter quality, reports,
resumes, theses. Office Pros, 434-1620.

IFC Would Like To Wish The Chi Phi
Fraternity a successful rush & we would like
to extend a warm welcome to the JMU
Greek community. IFC
Want A Picture Of Your Scope? Find a EK
pledge or well find you! Have the name or
address of your scope handy. For
information & orders call x7375 or
433-8059.
Attention All Campus Bands - We are
looking for ambitious bands to play in the
2nd Annual Band Bash on Greek Row. Now
laking applications. Call Lou at 434-8545.
Congratulations To The New Brothers of
EX! You've earned it! We love you! Your
Little Sisters.
Happy Halloween To The Coolest AKA
Pledge, Scott Huffman! You're halfway
there, go for it. Luv, Your Secret Big
Sister.
Converse Hall - Safety Awareness Week.
Oct. 26-30. Practice safety sense!

Lynn S. - Spoken for? Watching from afar,
someone who's interested.

Congratulations Janice Alvey & Heather
Robinson on your En Lfttfe Sister bids!
EEE

The Brothers Of Sigma Chi Congratulations on your national charter!
Best wishes from another new chapter, the
Sisters of A Xft.

Tom - It's 3:57. Do you know where you're
sitting? Thanks for the great catch. How's
your head? Don't forget we won the race!
Love yaRobyrmi Helen.

Hospital Scrubwear Sold By Sigma Nu Girls, it's great for sleeping in. Ask a EN
Brother or contact Dave, 7442.

Happy 18th Barb(Rhonda)l Love, Kelly,
Katie, Katy & Jackleen!

SERVICES

Hiring! Government jobs, your area.
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885. Ext.
4707.

RJ's Garden Dell is accepting applications
for part-time employment. Please apply in
person at 1560 S. Main St. after 3 pm.
Prefer those who can work at least 2
weekday lunches (1130 am - 2 pm).

May Session Germany, Austria &
Switzerland
Informational &
organizational meeting for German language
students, Oct. 27, 7 pm, Burruss 12.
Language students have priority. Other
students should contact Mr. Powers in
Foreign Languages about availability,
x3512, X6128.

Paco-Thanks! I had fun. M.

HaBoween
Homecoming Dance
DonlMlssrtl
Friday, 9pm -1am
Chandler Hall
Attention All Campus Bands - We are
looking for ambitious bands to play in the
2nd Annual Band Bash on Greek Row Now
taking applications. Call Lou at 434-8545
Association Of Collegiate Entrepreneurs
meeting Tuesday, 7 pm, WCC Rm D.

Horizon Sura Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Do You Dread Cleaning Your Bathroom?
How about calling EK? Well clean your
bathroom for $10. Call x5996.

Typing Service - 15 minute drive from
JMU. $1/page. 433-8043.

Sigma Chi - Keep that -party train" rollin'
Alpha Kappa Lambda.

HI Uttle Slstersl Hope pledging is going
great Amy & Kara how is it as the Big Sis?
YBS,Anja.
Hugh (Alias Gus), What? Happy 21st
birthday! Love, Laura.
Kathy Hertzler - You're beautiful, IVe been
watching! An Avid Fan,
Spllhead - Stay away from peanut butter
& rice cakes! Goob
IFC Would Uke To Wish The Chi Phi
Fraternity a successful rush & we would like
to extend a warm welcome to the JMU
Greek community. IFC
The Band Indecision Rocks Hafcween Mght
at TRAX bar in Charlottesville. Call
433-1606 for advance tickets.
Happy Birthday Camster! Love Vickie,
Stephanie & Ruth Ann.
Theta Chi Pledges - Good Luck! Love, The
L'ttle Sisters

m
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Attention All Campus Bands • We are
looking (or ambitious bands to play in the
2nd Annual Band Bash on Greek Row. Now
taking applications. Call Lou at 434-8545.

JMU Honor Society? Meeting of Z4>A
today at 6, WCC. All majors with 3.25
average welcome. Come or call x7309.
Travel Agents International

Stud - Happy anniversary 10/25. How
long? 2 years! Thank you for the best year
of my life! Buy me something or head hang! I
love you, Bumper.

Individual & Group Rates Available
Bahamas From $199
433-3734 or 433-7292

#5 - Is it true real men don't wear
underwear?

Ask For The Campus Travel Rep
Cin - Happy 20th! Watch those spiders,
they're everywhere! Love, Michelle
Attention All Campus Bands - We are
looking for ambitious bands to play in the
2nd Annual Band Bash on Greek Row. Now
taking applications. Call Lou at 434-8545.
Hospital Scrubwear Sold By Sigma Nu Girls, it's great for sleeping in. Ask a EN
Brother or contact Dave, 7442.
AXfl - Getting psyched to "get ugly."
Halloween is nearing! AKA
"Build A Better Body" Week's (BABBW)
Mini-trialhalon! Go for it!

IK Will Clean Your Bathroom - Only $10.
Call x5996.
-.■*

Beer Drinkers Guide To JMU t-shirts are
now«available! Call Ashley, x5506 or come to
AXP201.
Hey All You Dancing Delta-Gams - Get
psyched for Sisterdate!
"Build A Better Body Week" is coming!
November 16-21!
IK Pledges Will Snap-A-Scope For You Have name or address & $1. Contact a
pledge or call x7375 or 433-8059.

Snap-A-Scopel

Sean G. - I'm glad I met you! Michelle A.K.A.
Becky.

ACE Members - Meeting Tuesday at 7 pm in
WCC Rm. D.

Don't Forget! Vote for Ms. Madison, Oct.
27-29, 9 am-4 pm, WCC lobby.

IFC Would Like To Wish The Chi Phi
Fraternity a successful rush & we would like
to extend a warm welcome to the JMU
Greek community. IFC

You Have The Wrong Guy - There are no
rules. I never pay to play. Look for me.
VAXen

STUDENT
FIRST
THEN

35 KENMORE ST
THE ST BEHIND McDONALDS
CLOVERLEAF
HARRISONBURG. VA

IX - Congratulations on Charter
Installation, you've earned it! AKA
Hang in there Bubbles - remember we all
love ya! Fifi. Nancy, Joyce. Leanne, Karen,
Amy, and Shelly. P.S. Death to Reva and
Mimi
Melissa and Pam - Now you both can finally
say that you've gotten a personal!
Savage One - I thought we were better
friends than that. Sound familiar? Time to
stop being a hypocrite to your other
friends, too. Hope you get your life
together soon I wish you well. The Craftiest
One. P.S. Oh, never mind, it would probably
be edited.
Pop Master - you mixed very well, but you
forgot to let me match with someone else. If
I find any sign of chocolate swirl on the sofa,
you're history. Your friend, The
Craftmasler
Haunted House - at the Sigma Delta Rho
House, 635 S. Main St., Mon. - Thurs., 7-11
pm. All ages welcome.
Paul M. - What were you doing on the
50-yard line?

QUALITY PRODUCTS

Hey Pink Cow - Beware, we want to milk
your teat
Gold cross lost in Godwin weight room
vicinity Wed. night. Reward offered. x5017
Sue, Tanya, Church Lady, June Bug
(Bimbos) - Thank you so very much for
dinner again. Next time we'll do all the
cooking. Same time, same place next month.
The guys
Erik - Thanks for the incredible weekend.
Hiking, movies... everything was wonderful.
Can't wait to carve our pumpkin. You mean
so much to me. Love, Cathy.
Nick, Pam, Tina and Andrew - Miss you guys
in the real world. Ever thought about
quitting work and coming back to school?
Love you guys! Amy
Want to see your friends again? Ransom:
The Great Pumpkin. Deliver within 48
hours. The Kidnappers
Lovety Lady Lynn - Here's the personal you
wanted. I'm sorry it's not hot and nasty.
To the Jerk who wrecked the ASYLUM - you
are in for some crazy nights.
Congratulations to Stu and Rick for their
gallant and noble defense of JMU's finest
tradition.
John - Happy 22nd Birthday! Erik and
Cathy
Help - We've been kidnapped. Pay the
ransom, we wanna come home. Raisinmen,
Sogg, Legoman.

... YOU CAN €X>VNT

FOR HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
WIGS
MASKS
STAR WARS MASKS
MAKEUP
NOSES
MUSTACHES

You are learning to be outstanding
in your field. Your resumes and
printed materials should look
professional Let Kwik Kopy the
printing professionals help you
put it together

433-2828

Attention Pre-Buslness Freshmen &
Sophomores! Hotel / Restaurant
Management Information Exchange! Unsure
about what business to go into? Come find
out about HRM. On Wed., Oct. 28, from
4-5:30, Union Rm. B, there will be an
informal presentation for any students
interested in learning about about HRM.
Free refreshments!

433-2591

Hours M
Sat

1777 S. Main - Harrisonburg, Va.

Hair
Loft
Valley Mall *

Want to be
Advirtise in m*Mmm*
Deadlines:
Thursday's Issues - 5;O0p,m. Monday
MojiSayi IsIPs ^ 5*00p.m. Friday.
;

■"■■

Harrisonburg, Virginia
433-3446
Complete Hair Care Salon
Special Thrown November:

Tanning Bed Special
25 visits for $60^
j Please Present Coupon

Mon-Sat 10-9 .

(I
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AGAINST
FURTHER
ATTACK'

Wi

THE FAR SIDE
-Gary Larson

"Well, here we go, another melting evening at the
Murdocks, all of us sitting around going. 'Hello,
my name Is so-and-so.... What's your name? ... I

,. wanna, cracker?. HeUo. my Aame is so-an*«o.

The elephant man meets the buffalo gal.
The bribe of Frankenstein

•^
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RUBES

Bill Watterson

Leigh Rubin CALVIN AND HOBBES
UEICMVIN.VWDW BRING
WR STOPPED TIGER TO
SCHOOL? IT'S NOT K SHOW
AND TELL DM.

I KNOW. HOBBES IS GOING
TO 6WEM0E A. LITTLE "TREAT
TODM i A. R\DE IN AN
AM80LANCE HEUCDPTER.

YEAH? \ IF VOU HAVE AN
U0NS WE
AVERSION TO
GOING TO DESCR\PTIONS OF
CARNAGE, KM
PR0BA&.S DON'T
WANT TOJJNOW

TALKING WITH
YCi) IS SORT
OF THE CONVERSATlONAL
EQOWALEHT Of
ANOOY-OFBOW
EXPERIENCE.

PONT GET TCO
CLOSE. NOW. I
WANT HOBBES
10 STAH FRESH
K*TNIS
AFTERNOON.

/ *

Hey, maybe

GOOD \DE*, MOE.

Why? Is the

vtoeets was WHDA teacher notching?
your teddy.'
%

I CALLED tUR.
ABOUT MoES BOLTING
AND SHE SAID SHED
PUT A STOP TO IT.

ROUGH, BUT WES
flWSOFFON.
CWERE AMD

I'M AFRAID WO WASTED HOUR
TIME, MOM. MOE TOOK ONE
LOOK AT HOBBES AND JUST
ABOUT LOST HIS LUNCH f

This \$ a. trick.,
right? I'm rot
toucriiriQ, ycur
sty'idteddf.see

CMON, I
DABEIOd!
NHATSTHt
ACEHOU
CHICKEN?.

I DON'T THINK MOE WILL BE
BOTHERING ME FOR A WHILE.
ITS NOT EVER* KID WHO HAS
A 776EK FOR A BET FRIEND.

The Disney Channel.

Keith Turner

THE REAL WORLD
YOU GOT

VfftM. I PIP 1HC
rfe*U30ST JOMP0WTH*

NG<T1DTHel0a»EW
OF'JbHti COObtR
YoyfVT SPP»M&ST€6W AfJP
/Tf THC KAvJeP seouj*J
ftLBWft...
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'Sitting still is the hard part'

Art models help teach bare essentials
By Amy Carter
staff writer

you're that comfortable with yourself.'"
The professional attitude of the models toward their
work also exists among the art students toward the
models.
"At first you are aware of their nudity," junior
Roderick Rhodes, an art student, said, "but when you
start to draw, you start to look at the forms and worry
about how the drawing is coming out. YOIJ look at

Sitting nude in front of 20 or 30 people is not what
most people look for in a job description, but for
some JMU students and Harrisonburg residents it is a
practical way to earn money while helping art
students learn their craft.
"Sitting still is the hardest part," said one model, a
female foreign language major, who asked not to be
identified. The average pose lasts 40 minutes,
according to Associate Professor of Art Ken Szmagaj,
but poses can range from 30 seconds to three hours.
Models are used in studio drawing classes like Ait
161 and Art 362. Any student or area resident can
become a model by answering notices placed in The
Breeze and The Daily News-Record and posted around
campus by the art department. Then it's just a matter
"them as an object; it's not personal."
of showing up for drawing classes, disrobing and
Shrine students do have difficulty with the situation,
holding still while the students draw.
however.* Sophomore, art- major Joyce Downer
Models are paid $7.50 an hour and may work up to
arranged'with her teache/ to skip her drawing class
18 hours in a semester. "It's good because I don't
and work on an alternate assignment on days that
have time for a job that gets a lot of hours," the
there would be a nude model..
foreign language major said. Reliable models can also
"I felt really uncomfortable drawing nudes," she
pick up extra hours by filling in for first-time models
who "get cold feet at the last minute," Szmagaj said.
The job is open to people of all ages and physical
types. "People have a glamorized idea of modeling,"
Szmagaj said, explaining that sketching nudes is not
done for personal pleasure but for the purpose of
learning to draw the human body. Therefore, he seeks
a variety of model types — fat, skinny, old and
young.
"We want real people, basically," he said. However,
he added that some of the best models are those who
have had dance training. "They have an ability to
move comfortably and a nicer sense of movement"
Models pose in various standing and prone positions
in order to demonstate different types of movement
and muscle structure, and to "articulate different
aspects of the human figure," Szmagaj said. -

said. "I just don't see the beauty. I think a person
with clothes on is just as beautiful as one without
clothes."
Other students felt slightly uncomfortable drawing
the older models. "Even though they're doing it of
their own free will, you feel kind of disresptectful,"
said junior Beth Broyles. Overall though, classes
seem to go on without incident or complaint.

"I'd never seen my back before."

Not all models are nude. For one class Szmagaj
had a belly dancer perform in costume, stopping her
dance periodically to let the students draw. "We also
do portraiture, and we're looking for people with
theater costumes," he said.
Although money is a main motivator, some see the
job as more than just a chance to be a professional
model without having to lose weight.
"I like the idea of contributing to the artistic
process," said one model, a local store owner and
former JMU student, who has been modeling for the
10 years since he graduated. He says he finds the
work interesting. "I'd never seen my back before."
Models come from all majors and walks of life.
"One guy who' modeled all four of his years at JMU
and was a substitute model was a business major,"
Szmagaj said. But one thing all the models obviously
share is a lack of inhibition.
"I was in Europe this summer on the beaches," said
the foreign language major, who is a junior, "and
they're topless, so it doesn't bother me. I've had
people say to me, 'Oh, you're a model? I admire that

— Art class model
"It was cold a few
w Winters,"
winters the store owner said,
but Szmagaj now keeps a small heater by his models
to avoid this problem.
And as for having to sit still, the store owner said
he doesn't mind.
"It's a good meditation. I seldom get a chance to sit
still."

wmm

..——
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RECORD

REVIEW

Ramonestake
no new steps in
latest, 'Halfway'

album I've heard rumors about, but if
they can maintain the quality over 11
years, why stop? Halfway to Sanity
won't do anything to make them huge
stars any more than any of their
previous gems did. But we must
remember this is an imperfect world.

By William Croxton

Happy Nightmare
Baby
Opal

staff writer

Sire Records
For their 11th album. Halfway to
Sanity, the brothers Kamonc decided to
take no new steps, no changes of pace,
no new haircuts. In fact, were it not for
the new song titles, you'd swear you
were listening to Road to Ruin. But
then Road to Ruin is one of the
coolest albums of all time, so don't
think I'm cutting them down for it.
Hey, it's their sound, and I'll take that
:in its pure form over about 4,000 bands
any day.
The newest addition to the classic
Ramones song hall of fame is "Go
Litde Camaro Go," a great surf song
featuring the backup vocals of former
Blondie leader Debbie Harry. Not
surprisingly, much of the album sounds
reminiscent of vintage Blondie.
Recently, the band hired Harry's
former bandmate Clem Burke as their
new drummer, but latest reports have
Burke gone and former Ramone Marky
back in the group.
This is the second "last" Ramones'

SST Records
Fans of the early Dream Syndicate
rejoice. Original bassist and founding
member Kendra Smith has emerged
with her most cohesive solo work to
date.
She and collaborator David Roback
have created an atmosphere both
chilling and ethereal using '60s
psychedelia as a starting point and
thrusting it toward with cues from such
contemporaries as the Rain Parade and
Sonic Youth. The result is one of the
best albums of 1987.
Smith's dreamlike vocals against the
distorted guitars immediately bring to
mind Nico with the Velvet
Underground, though the comparison is
not as strong as her work with the
cffcam Syndicate. From the opening T.
Rex-ish "Rocket Machine" to the
bluesy shuffle of "She's a Diamond,"

ILLUSIONS IN HAIR DESIGN
Formerly Colonial House Hair/styling

All Day Tuesday
$5.00 Haircuts
with coupon

1433 S. Main
(next to 7-11)

IJ433-1588
n

GRAND OPENING"
October 31

WhiteStag
Quiet Silver
Instinct
Jimmy "Z

Swatch
Agner
Ocean Pacific
Union Bay
Levi's

Dukes Plaza
2229 South Main

Lee
Ghic
Jordache
Calvin Klein
Woolrich

Specials
Levi's unwasfi
$12.99
Chic $13.99
Expires 11/8/87

433-BARN

K ever in VVlnchester: RL 11 South between Wmchester and Stephens City

this album sets a mood and never lets
SST Records, after a few seasons of
disappointment, is quickly re^emerging
as the best label around.

Roman Beach Party
Celibate Rifles. .
What Goes On Records
While there will never be another
STOOGES, one can always listen to
the current throngs of sound-alikes.
The Celibate Rifles from Australia are
the leaders in that department these
days. Their newest album, Roman
Beach Party, mixes the grungy Iggy
gang with the ferocity of the Sex
Pistols to create an album, which is
surprisingly fresh. The raw attack of
guitars, bass, drums and more guitars
will more than satisfy any fan of the
"other" Motor City sound.
The band stakes its reputation on its
live performances, and if Roman Beach
Party is any indication, the Rifles will
be lethal when they pull into
Charlottesville tonight in a show that
features them with local legends Honor
Role and sleep kings Government
Issue.
Don't miss the show or the album.

Student violinist to
perform with valley .
chamber orchestra
Junior Bradley D. Lebakken, strings
winner in the collegiate division of the
Virginia Music Teachers Association
state concerto competition, will
perform as violin soloist with the New
River Valley Chamber Orchestra on
Saturday, October 31, at the VMTA
state convention in Roanoke.
Lebakken will play the Allegro molto e con brio movement of Concerto in C
Major, Opus 48 by Dmitri Kabalevsky,
the same piece he performed for the
competition, which took place in April
1987 at Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond.
The performance is part of the first
place prize which also included a $50
award. The concerto concert will be in
Little Theatre, Hollins College, at 8:30
p.m., and will "also include
performances by the collegiate piano,
woodwind and percussion winners and
the high school piano and strings
winners. The concert is open to the
public.
Lebakken, age 20, is the son of
Lewis and Charlene Lebakken of
Woodbridge, Virginia. He began six
years' of piano lessons at the age of
seven. When he was ten, he started
violin in the school music program,
and private lessons in the eighth grade
with Carlos Quian of the Natronal
Symphony, and in his high school
sophomore year with Henry Kicinsky.

Nicaragua photo
exhibit opens at
Philips Center
"Nicaragua: Wc me Children" will be
on display 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
in the Philips Center.
The exhibit by Virginia Ncwsom
features 36 panels measuring 15-by-24
inches. Each panel contains a child's
drawing, a photograph of that child and
an informational card stating his name,
age, town and comments.
Newsom developed the exhibit as a
result of an August 1986 trip to
Nicaragua. While there, she traded
children toys for their drawings. Her
exhibition uses those drawings as a
reminder thai children arc among those
being killed and injured in the
Nicaraguan conflict between the
Sandinista government and the Contras.
At 3 p.m. in the Philips Center
Newsom will discuss her work. At 7:30
p.m. a panel will discuss "The Impact
of War on the People of Central
America."
After Monday the exhibit will be on
display in the Carrier Library lobby.
The program is sponsored by JMU's
Latin American Studies Committee and
the Cultural Awareness Committee of
the University Program Board.

I
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SPOOKTACUIAR

BUSCH GARDENS
America's premier theme park in Williamsburg, Va. is conducting auditions for
over 200 singers, dancers, musicians,
variety artists, actors, technicians, and
supervisors. You could be part of the
magic that truly makes Busch Gardens
an entertainment "experience." So get
your act together and 'shine' at our
1988 auditions.

*

Audition Date:
H ARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Tuesday, November 3rd
2-5 p.m.
James-Madison University
Anthony.-Seeger Auditorium
t

_BUSCH
GARDENS
UAMWUbW
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/H

RESUME WORKSHOP

Jack '0' Lantern
Pumpkins

Presented by C. Edward Good

CHILlf n

Fioridagold
Orange Juice

«LUE

TM
SUITCASE PACK'

24 g£ $949

Coors or Coors Light
Kroger Meat Wieners

The Book On Resume Preparation

12-oz.

All Varieties Nacho Chips

OCT28th
3 - 5 p.m.

H-OZTDCCI

California Head Lettuce

Each

REGULAR OR SOUR DOUGH

*• *•* "• i.f if >..i |v v—

t
~trr. - T'

39*

gyy _N_

Kroger English Muffins

Presentation starting at 3p.m. with workshop following
Presented by:
THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC. &
CP&P

89c

BUY ONE!
GET ONE

IN THE DELI PASTRY SHOPPE

Location: wcc
Dates
WED

H

.64

Join Our Moonlight Madness Sale Between
4pm and 10pm Thursday. Oct. 29th.. where
you'll find these special prices and more!

JEANS?

Time:

1
99

And $
Up

_
■«!••< •-!•

■• •

•■■■
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JMU hangs tough, tops Tribe
^■^■■■-■^m.:^
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By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

WILLIAMS BURG - Every so often
all football teams have games like the
Dukes had at -William and Mary
Saturday. It was the kind of day when
just about everything goes wrong.
When, you lose, you write it off as
such. But when-you win, you-find out
what kind of team you are. • •
This time, JMU won.
Despite a number qf setbacks, the
fifth-ranked Dukes managed to defeat
the Tribe 28-22 at Cary Field for their
fifth straight win, improving their
record to 6-1 and improving their
post-season chances tremendously.
William and Mary, who qualified for
last season's NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs with a 9-2 mark, dropped to
2-5.
After winning two consecutive close
road games, JMU coach Joe Purzycki
now knows what kind of team he has
this season.
"We're winnners now. We've got a
winning season," he said. "No matter
what else happens, the Dukes are here
to stay. We're a winning football
team."
* »
There couldn't have been a better
game to prove that then this one, for
JMU overcame many factors to win.
What went wrong in Willamsburg?
For one, the Dukes ran up against the
best quarterback they've faced this
season - and he had a great game. Junior
John Brosnahan, who entered the game
ranked third in Division I-AA passing
efficiency ratings, showed JMU why by
completing 19 of 30 passes for 229
yards and two touchdowns.
And the Dukes had to play in front of
a large crowd for the second straight
week. It was Homecoming weekend at
William and Mary and 16,103 fans
showed up to see the Tribe play.
If that wasn't enough, William and
Mary really wanted this game for
revenge. Last season, JMU upset the
third-ranked Tribe 42-33, so the Tribe
wanted to return the favor against this
year's fifth-ranked Dukes.
And it looked as if they might when
William and Mary scored on its first
two possesions for a 12-7 lead. After
the Dukes came back and took the lead,
JMU suffered its worst blow when
starting quarterback Eric Green was
thrown out of the game for
unsportsmanlike conduct in a
second-quarter altercation.
See FOOTBALL page 21 >•

Staff photo by STEVE ZANETTI
Dukes' running back Rodney Stockett (second from left) tries to elude the grasp of William and
Mary linebacker David Wiley in the Dukes' 28-22 win Saturday in Williamsburg.

Makeshift defense manages last stand
By Rob Washburn
editor

WILLIAMSBURG — It seems
impossible that JMU's lOlh-ranked
defense could reach its finest hour on a
day when it was at its worst
statistically.
But that's exactly what happened in
the Dukes' 28 22 victory over William
and Mary Saturday afternoon at Cary
Field.
In being riddld' for 22 first downs and
384 yards by William and Mary
quarterback John Brosnahan in the
game's first 58 minutes, JMU often
looked helpless against the Tribe, who
ran scoring drives of 80, 71 and 55
yards. And said JMU head coach Joe
Purzycki, often the Dukes were.
"Our toughest defensive problems
always come from William and Mary,"
Purzycki said. "They're a very complex
offense. They got some people open
and they do a great job of reading your
secondary. Sometimes it doesn't matter
what you do becuase they convert so
well on the run."
So it wasn't surprising that the vocal
throng of mOre than 16,000 fans felt

confident in the Tribe's ability to score
after recovering an onside kick on their
own 46 with just 2:12 remaining.
Gone from JMU's lineup because of
injuries were starting senior linebackers
Marty Fitzgerald and Albert Williams.
In their place came sophomore Darryl
Thompson and junior Sonny Smith,
who have combined for one collegiate
start. Take into consideration that four
other players in the group are in thcir
first season as starters, and the feat
becomes even more amazing.
"We had some young linebackers in
there, but they've been around for a
couple of years and have a prcftygood
idea of what's going on," senior
linebacker Dan Kobosko said. "I think
we went out there confidently as a
defense and we knew we could stop
them. We just kept our heads together
and instead of them coming after us, we
came after them."
The Dukes were able to hold the
Tribe to just five yards on the first three
plays, and William and Mary was left
with a fourth-and-five with 1:49
remaining. Brosnahan dropped back to
throw.- but gov pressured- out xrf the

pocket by Smith and Jim Eckenrodc,
forcing the junior quarterback to lob a
pass that fell into the hands of senior
safety Chris Jacobs.
Before the final gun would sound, the
Dukes would force yet another turnover
when Kenny Mitchell forced Brosnahan
to fumble and Jacobs recovered with
just 26 seconds left.
"I thought the defense was put in an
awful rough position," Purzycki said.
"The whole crowd was cheering and
yelling. If you're 11 guys standing on
that field with 18,000 rooting against
you. that's not easy. You've got to be
mature and veteran to handle that
situation."
The Dukes did handle that situation.
But what made it special was that much
of the crew taking the field in the
game's waning minutes was anything
but veteran.
Thompson made his first start if the
season last week against VMI, and got
the nod against the Tribe only after
senior Bob Christian got sick Friday
night. But he came through with a
See DEFENSE page 18>
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Tribe outlasts JMU for CAA tennis title
The first set was all JMU as Bell and
Dearth picked up where they had left off
four weeks ago, when they had defeated
Harvie and Mackesy 6-1, 6-3 in a dual
match. The JMU duo broke Mackesy's
serve in the fourth game and went on to
win the set 6-3.
But in the second set, the William
and Mary tandem found the form that
led them to the Virginia Intercollegiate
League title a week earlier in
Williamsburg. Harvie and Mackesy
were able to capitalize on the Dukes'
mistakes to break serve twice and win
the set 6-2.

By Dean Hybl
staff writer

While the JMU football team spent
Saturday afternoon spoiling the day for
the homecoming crowd at William and
Mary, the Tribe's tennis team returned
the favor by outlasting the
homestanding Dukes to win its first
Colonial Athletic Association tennis
title.
After two rounds of singles and one
round of doubles Friday, two-time
defending champion Navy was in first
place in the team standings with 52
points, while JMU and William and
Mary were tied for second with 45.
But Saturday morning, the Dukes and
Tribe knocked the Midshipmen out of
title contention.
In the morning singles finals, three
champions emerged from both JMU and
William and Mary.
For the Dukes, freshman Nick White
won the number three singles with a
6-3, 6-4 win over Pat Walker from
Navy.
At number four singles,
freshman Marc Brix held off a late
challenge from Navy's Rob Tibbs for a
6-1, 7-5 win.
JMU's number six player, junior
Gerald Syska, avenged an early-season
loss to William and Mary's Mike
Scherer with a 7-6, 6-3 win.
"[Saturday morning] was the best I've
played here at JMU," Syska said. "I
concentrated hard all week and
everything came together today."
Syska cited an improved backhand and
baseline game as reasons for his
success.
"I'm generally a scrve-and-volleyer,
but in both my semifinal and final
round matches I played against a
baseliner," added Syska, who transferred
to JMU last winter from Northeast
Louisiana.
"Somehow I was able to out-rally
them both. I think I'm finally learning
some patience."
But despite JMU's 3-0 record in the
singles finals, the Tribe managed to
keep pace with three tides of their own.
The number one singles champion
and conference player of the year was
fifth-year senior Will Harvie from
William and Mary. Harvie defeated
JMU's Sonny Dearth 6-3, 6-1 in
Friday's semifinals and then destroyed
Navy's Jamie Moore 6-0, 6-1 to win

Defense —
>• (Continued from page 17)

•*

team-leading 21 tackles.
"It's not really that much of a
problem starting because the coaches
prepare us to be ready if this comes
up," Thompson said. "It's a good
feeling because you get to show that
you can play and show what you can
do. The defensive line did a great job-of

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU's Matt Goetz hits a backhand in the conference tourney.

his second consecutive title.
Number two player Scott Mackesy
and number five Kelly Hunter also won
their finals easily for William and
Mary.
Entering the doubles finals, JMU and
William and Mary were tied with 65
points, with Navy third with 56.
The team championship would go
right to the wire as the Dukes and Tribe
each had two teams in the doubles
finals.
William and Mary took a 69-65
advantage as its number two doubles
team of Hunter and Keith Menter
defeated Richmond's Scott Slobin and
Tom Murphy 6-1, 6-2. Meanwhile,
JMU's number three team of Brix and
Stephen Secord lost 7-5, 6-3 to Tibbs
and Craig Moringiello of Navy.
keeping the offensive line off of me,
and a lot of times I just happened to be
in the right place at the right time."
Smith has languished behind
Williams and Shawn Woodson at
outside linebacker for two years, and
has made a name for himself on special
teams. But given the chance to get
playing time, he was in on eight
tackles.
"I was pretty happy," Smith said.

Though their backs were now to the
wall, JMU still had a chance of tying
William and Mary for the title. In
number one doubles, the Dukes' team
of Dearth and Carl Bell faced William
and Mary's duo of Harvie and Mackesy.
A major factor in this match was that
Bell had been ill most of the weekend
and had been forced to default his
Saturday morning consolation singles
match. Until the doubles semifinals
against Moore and Tony Moses of
Navy, Bell didn't know whether he
would be able to play at all.

"After the first set they really picked
up their game," Bell said. "We lost a
little concentration after we got the
lead, but mainly they just outlasted us."
By the third set, the intensity seemed
to reach a higher level with the team
title at stake. Harvie and Mackesy
broke Bell's serve in the second game
and took a 4-1 lead, but Bell and Dearth
broke back in the seventh game and
went on to tie the set at 4-4.
With the match on the line, Harvie
proved why he was the conference's
Most Valuable Player as he held serve
to take a 5-4 lead. He and Mackesy then
broke Bell's serve to win the match and
give the Tribe a final margin of 73-65
in the team standings.
Said JMU coach Jack Arbogast: "A
missed point here and a missed volley
there cost us the title. The competition
was very close, especially between
William and Mary and us."
In general, Arbogast was pleased with
the play of his lineup, but was
surprised that Navy was not a factor on
the final day.
"I was a little disappointed with the
top of our lineup, but the middle of our
lineup was really strong," he said. "The
freshmen [White, Brix and Matt Goetz]
did an excellent job handling the
pressure.

"I didn't feel well most of the
weekend, but I did my best for the
team," Bell said. "I look a vitamin A
before the match and it helped me feel a
little better."

"I thought Navy would help us more
by defeating a couple William and Mary
players in the finals, but they just didn't
have it."
Though it may be difficult right away
to accept second place, the Dukes can
be encouraged because they will have
five of their top six players returning
next year.

"Shawn and Albert are supposed to be
All Americans, so I just wait for my
chance, and when I get it try to do my
best and make something happen."
Jacobs, who received Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Defensive Player of the Week honors
for recovering two fumbles, causing
one and picking off a pass, said the play
of the two newcomers proved what he
and others around the JMU camp

already knew.
"I'm really confident in our first and
second team defense," Jacobs said.
"They're really great athletes. Darryl
Thompson is going to be one of the
best linebackers to ever play here and
Sonny Smith made a lot of big plays
right away.
"Just because we have one person
hurt, the momentum doesn't drop off.
I'm really proud of them."
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Old Dominion edges Dukes in 'must' game
By Gary Crockett
staff writer

Last season the JMU soccer team
traveled to Norfolk and upset Old
Dominion University 2-1 in overtime,
ending the Monarchs' hopes for an
invitation to the NCAA tournament.
But Saturday afternoon, ODU came to
J MU Stadium for an important regional
contest and returned the favor with a 1-0
victory over the Dukes. The win not
only strengthened the Monarchs'
chances for one of the 18 at-large bids
this year, but also severely dashed any
similar aspirations held by the Dukes.
The game's only goal came with
39:47 remaining in the second half
when ODU's Doros Constantinou
scored on a header in front of the Dukes'
goal off a Mike Peckich free kick.
"We won the ball on the fifty yard
line and [Peckich] kicked it over about
15 yards past the penalty box, and I just
took it out of the air," Constantinou
said. "It was hard to get up there .but as
soon as I got there, I knew I was going
to score — and I flipped it over the
goalie so he couldn't react afterwards."
The loss drops JMU's record to 9-5-2
while ODU improves to 10-3-1.
In what was labeled a rebuilding year,
the Dukes' season might have been
much more with a win Saturday,
according to coach Tom Martin.
"I feel that had we won the remaining
games we'd be in [the NCAA
tournament] because three or four of
those teams are in the same running for
bids," he said. "And granted, we didn't
expect to be there this year or next year,
but still you've got to take advantage of
the situation."
The Monarchs had been ranked as
high as 11th in the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of America top 20
poll, but they fell out of last week's
rankings after losing to Loyola (Md.)
1-0 and tying Jacksonville 1-1. So the
win over the Dukes came at a crucial
time for the Monarchs.

Staff photo by JENNIFER ROSE
JMU's James Zepp (7) stretches for the ball against Old Dominion's Chris Pfau during the
Monarchs' 1-0 win Saturday at JMU Stadium.
season, the Dukes failed to convert on
their scoring opportunities against the
Monarchs. JMU's five losses this year
each have been by one goal. During
three of those, the Dukes were shut out.
Just over eight minutes into the
game, a header by Craig Baur on a
Geoffrey Madueke corner kick hit the
cross bar and dropped down where ODU
goalkeeper Jon Parker was able to corral

it
Then midway through the first half,
Chris Simon took a pass from Baur and

"We had four golden opportunities in
the first 20 minutes — and if we don't
score those, we're not going to win
games. a
—Tom Martin
ODU coachsMike Berticelli said, "It
was certainly important, especially in
lieu of what's happening throughout the
region," he said. "We were playing
against a well-coached, very, very good
team, so it was a game we definitely
had to win"
As has often been the case this

dribbled through the defense, but his
shot from 10 yards out was again
smothered by Parker.
"One of the things we wanted to look
for on attack was to get the ball wide
and. if we knock it inside, then we
wanted to switch it immediately
because they run three or four guys to

the ball," Martin said. "And everytime
we did that we found somebody wide
open.
"We had four golden opportunities in
the first 20 minutes — and if we don't
score those, we're not going to win
games."
JMU outshot the Monarchs 14-12 for
the game and 7-4 in the holly contested
second half, in which three of the
Dukes received yellow (warning) cards
for rough play.
Just after Constantinou's goal, JMU
forward Mike Cafiero eluded a defender
on the left wing and got off a shot
which missed just left of the goal post
Then with less than five minutes, the
Dukes continued to press the attack.
Ricky Engelfried came up with the ball
in front of the Monarchs' goal, but his
pass to a wide-open Simon on the wing
was too far ahead and skipped out of
bounds.
Both goalkeepers were outstanding at
times. JMU's Chris North posted seven
saves, including a diving stop of a Sean
Crowley shot in the second half. Parker
had six saves for the Monarchs and
recorded his fifth shutout of the season.
Despite the disappointing loss and
thoughts of what could have been,
Martin remained optimistic about the
Dukes' season, which resumes
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at home
against Virginia Tech.

"We've got a lot things going," he
said. "We can tie the school record for
wins [13]. I don't think we have a shot
at the playoffs now realistically.
"It was a good result for them
[Monarchs]. It still puts them in the
hunt for a bid. They couldn't have
afforded to lose, and neither could we."

cm

(upcoming events in JMU sports)

SOCCER
Wednesday — Virginia %
at JMU, 8:30 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY
Wednesday — Radford at
JMU. 7 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday — Virginia at
JMU (Godwin Hall court). 7 p.ra.
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For Corsages, Boutonnieres,
and Cut Flowers...
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Just Call:

OCTOBER 29, 1987

PRESENTS
POM CAREER DAY!!

WCC (Rooms A-D) 2:15 - 5:00 PM
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434-4461
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Carla Anderson
Rondra Archer
Marc Bugge
Richard Ernst
John Vazzana

Open Now
\ Price Entrees

3 for 2
EVERY WEDNESDAY
• Alterations
•One Day Service
1657 E. Market St.
(next to TCBY)

'EXCITING NEW MAJOR!
'CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!
'MEET INDUSTRY EXPERTS!

m

* Offer good for lunch,
dinner, & carry out.
Limited to entrees only.
Purchase the first entree
at regular price, get the
second of equal or less
value at V* price.
Offer Good Oct. 26-Nov. 30

* You must bring this ad with you. This cannot
be used in conjunction with any other offer .

433-8498
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Field hockey win brings Dukes sigh of relief
By Dave Washburn
staff writer

As the final seconds were counted down, you could
almost hear the tremendous sigh of relief expressed
by JMU field hockey coach Dee McDonough as she
watched her team edge Long wood College 2-1
Thursday night at JMU Stadium.
The victory improved the Dukes' record to 4-10-1,
but more importantly, it marked one of the few
occasions this season where JMU was able to come
away with a win after playing an outstanding game.
"This is a big win for us," said McDonough. "Wc
have played well all season, but we just haven't been
able to put the ball in that little box."
The game started in typical fashion for the Dukes
as JMU continously kept the ball deep in Longwood
territory but was unable to capitalize on any of its
scoring opportunities.
However, the Dukes' Diane Buch put an end to the
scoring drought with just under 15 minutes left in the
first half.
After JMU failed to convert a penalty corner stroke,
halfback Amy Silcox picked up the loose ball and
found Buch alone at the top of the circle. The senior
made the most of the chance as she drilled in a shot „
from about 12 yards out to give JMU a 1-0
advantage. The goal was Buch's second of the year
and Silcox's first assist.
But the Dukes were not finished as they scored
again two minutes later. This time, sophomore
forward Kerry Nadwodny scored off a penalty shot to
increase JMU's advantage to 2-0.
The second half again saw the Dukes keep the
pressure on the Lancers' defense as JMU refused the'
visitors any semblance of offense. Longwood
managed to get off only seven shots in the period.
The Lancers broke the Dukes' shutout bid with 31
seconds left to play as Liz Annet, Longwood's
leading scorer, slid her shot past JMU goalkeeper

Football

► (Continued from page 17)

But despite all this, the Dukes won a
big game simply from effort.
"All season long I felt that VMI and
William and Mary back to back on the
road would be the key to the season,"
Purzycki said. "Our guys just did
everything we had to do to win. It was
anybody's game — and our guys have
just had to do what we had to do this
year. I can't measure what it takes to
face that kind of adversity and [still]
triumph."
As the clock ran down in the final
quarter, William and Mary put together
its best drive since early in the game.
The Tribe went 55 yards in nine plays,
culminating in Brosnahan's second
touchdown pass of the game, to pull
within 28-22 with 3:28 left.
William and Mary then gave a
textbook demonstration on how to
recover an on side kick. With most of
the Tribe's unit lined up on the right,
Steve Christie kicked a slow roller that
way. The Tribe blew JMU off the line,
allowing Greg Wharton to recover the
bouncing ball easily at the William and
Mary 46.

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
JMU's Kim Crawford (in white) looks to gain possession during the Dukes' 2-1 win
Thursday night against Longwood College at JMU Stadium.
Ashley Duncan to provide the final margin.
The Dukes outshot the Lancers by an
overwhelming 35-7 and needed Duncan to make just
three saves.
In the team's only other action last week, JMU
traveled to Chapel Hill, N.C. to play the University

This is where the Dukes could have
given in and lost. But they didn't — and
that's what pleased Purzycki the most.
JMU forced an incomplete pass on
first down, then held the Tribe to just
three yards on a screen pass. William
and Mary tried to trick the Dukes with a
draw play on third down, but it didn't
work as Erick Elliott gained only two
yards to set up fourth-and-five.
The Dukes then flushed Brosnahan
out to the left, forcing him to loft a
pass downfield which JMU strong
safety Chris Jacobs intercepted with
1:40 left.
As simple as that, the ball was back
in the Dukes' hands. JMU failed to gain
a first down, but when Jacobs downed
John Druiett's 60-yard punt on the
Tribe's one-yard line, the game was
over. William and Mary could not go
99 yards in 38 seconds, although it
looked that way early on.
After returning the opening kickoff to
the 20, the Tribe wasted no time
proving they could play with JMU.
After four running plays netted 23
yards, Brosnahan went to the air.
After faking the option to his right.
Brosnahan took a two-step drop and

of Maine. Although the Dukes were able to outshoot
the Black Bears 46-21, the two teams ended up in a
0-0 uc after playing through two overtime periods.
The Dukes return to action Wednesday at JMU
Stadium at 7 p.m. against Radford to begin a
four-game homestand.

found wide receiver Harry Mehre (five
catches for 99 yards and two
touchdowns) for a 57-yard score.
But soon after Christie missed the
extra point, JMU took the lead with a
quick drive of its own.
On second down near midfield,
halfback Tony Graddy went up the
middle for nine yards. Fullback Greg
Medley then ran 20 yards up the middle
as JMU moved down to the William
and Mary 27.
Here, Graddy went through a huge
hole on the right side and didn't stop
until he reached the end zone for a
touchdown. Tim Garritty's conversion
gave the Dukes a 7-6 lead.
The Tribe regained the lead when
Brosnahan led William and Mary 64
yards in 11 plays, taking the ball over
himself from one yard out to cap the
drive. The Indians failed on a 2-point
conversion this time but still held a
12-7 lead with 4:53 left.
After
surviving
an
early
second-quarter interception deep in their
own territory, the Tribe couldn't escape
when Jacobs recovered a Brosnahan
fumble on the William and Mary 20.
It only look the Dukes five, plays

before Medley scored on a 4-yard run
and Green hit Stockeu for the 2-point
conversion and a 15-12 lead.
This ruined what had been a
near-perfect half for William and Mary's
defense. The Tribe forced the Dukes
away from the outside, and then
corrected their early problems inside, to
limit JMU's high-powered offense to
just 50 yards after JMU's opening drive.
More than any other reason, this
frustration may have helped contribute
to Green's being kicked out of the game
late in the second quarter.
After being sacked on two
consecutive plays, a small fight
occurred in the middle of a pile. The
officials determined Green as the starter
and ejected him from the game.
But behind backup quarterback Greg
Lancaster, the Dukes' passing game
blossomed in the second half.
Midway through the third quarter,
Lancaster hit Keith Thornton with two
crucial passes, including a 24-yarder on
fourth-and-seven that put the ball on the
Tribe's 2-yard line.
Medley then scored his second
touchdown to give the Dukes a 22-12
lead with 7:47 left in the quarter.

"-^^
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Homecoming Special
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1106 RESERVOIR ST.
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Buy 6 visits for $15.00 and get 3 visits FREE.
Buy 10 visits for $25.00 and get 5 visits FREE.

Must be Purchased by Oct. 31. 1987

ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA:

Navy
Officer
Programs!
-

'' GfissL*^A gift that is special
to give and to get
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Birthdays
Showers
Graduation
Moving Out
Moving In
Falling In Love
Just Being A Friend
BILL'S 4f«e£~^L SHOP
Located in downtown Hamsonburg

TAKE CARE
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1
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JMU tennis team
takes third place
in region tourney

Volleyball team wins
Bloor wins first place; two of four at Hofstra
runners fall to Bison
SPORTSFILE

The JMU women's tennis team took third place in
the eight-team Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association Northeast Regional tournament Friday
through Sunday in New Brunswick, NJ.
The Dukes defeated Syracuse 6-3 in the
quarterfinals, lost to William and Mary 6-3 in the
semifinals and topped Princeton 5-4 in a playoff for
third place.
Against Syracuse, number one Chris Gillies,
number three Justine Higgins and number six
Stephanie Baker won in singles to help the Dukes to
a 3-3 tie. JMU's. tandems of Gillies and Higgins,
Renee Lemmerman and Jennifer Brandt, and Baker and
Wendy Gross then swept the Orange in doubles to
provide the victory.

a

JMU cross country runner Doug Bloor took first
place in a dual meet Saturday with Bucknell at
Lewisburg, Pa., but the Dukes lost 20-43 in the team
competition. The Dukes' dual meet record dropped to
1-2.
Bloor ran the 5.15-mile course in 25:55, but the
Bison took the next nine positions. Claud Gibson
placed 11th for JMU with a 26:46 time, followed by
Brian Schmidt (15th in 27:11), Chris Menard (18th
in 27:24), Scott Cook (19th in 27:26), Jeff Wagman
(20th in 27:38), Keith Lindahl (23rd in 28:37), Cyrus
Nasseri (24th in 28:44), David Maynor (27th in
29:39) and David Patterson (29th in 29:46).

Golf squad places
third in Wilmington

Against William and Mary, the Dukes also won
three of six singles matches. Gillies defeated
defending Colonial Athletic Association singles
champion Namratha Appa-Rao 6-4, 1-0, retired to
lead JMU. Higgins and number five Karen Johnson
also won their matches.
But the Tribe took all three doubles matches in
straight sets to drop JMU into the third place playoff.
Against Princeton, the Dukes again finished singles
at 3-3. The Tigers won at each of the top three
positions, but Gross, Johnson and Baker triumphed
to tie the team match going into doubles.
JMU took the team match behind wins by
Lemmerman and Brandt at number two doubles and
Gross and Baker at number three.

The JMU men's golf team tied for third in. the
12-team UNC-Wilmington Fall Invitational Friday
and Saturday in Wilmington, N.C. •
Guilford won the team title with a two-round total
of 612, followed by Greensboro at 622. The Dukes
tied Campbell at 623.
Brett West led JMU individually by coming in fifth
place with an 8-over-par 152, four shots behind
medalist Lee Porter of Guilford.
Roger Bandy shot a 157 for the Dukes, followed by
Jeff Forbes at 158, Rob Slavonia al 159, Chad Bales
at 160 and Jim Fish at 162.

The Dukes' women's volleyball team won two of
four matches at the Hofstra Invitational at
Hempstead, N.Y., finishing second in the five-team
tournament
JMU lost to Hofstra 3-0 (15-5, 15-12, 15-13) and
to Providence 3-1 (15-12, 11-15, 16-14, 15-13) on
Friday, but bounced back to defeat Northeastern 3-0
(15-6, 15-6, 15-2) and Temple 3-0 (15-12, 15-10,
15-8) on Saturday.

JMU loses race at Bucknell
The JMU women's cross country team lost 15-49
to Bucknell in a dual meet Saturday in Lewisburg,
Pa.
Bucknell's Judy Perry won the race with a time of
18:14 over the 5,000-meter course.
Jennifer Brinkerhoff led the Dukes with a
seventh-place time of 19:35. JMU's next two
finishers were Lori Robinson (11th place in 20:21)
and Jeanne Winters (12th in 20:21).

Golf team places 14th of 17
The Dukes' women's golf team finishcd,i4th of 17
teams in the University of North Carolina
Invitational in Chapel Hill, N.C. JMU shot a
three-round total of 1,003, while Texas won the
tourney with an 895.
Janet Matsey shot a 248 to lead the Dukes,
followed by Molly McCann at 250, Wendy Kern at
252 and Donna Martz at 253.

HALLOWEEN MASKS
and DISGUISES
1007 S. Main Street,
Harrisonburg Virginia

JMU's #1
Night Spot
8po„.o«d
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Halloween Candy
Halloween Cards
Party Supplies
Penny Candy
- we now have Seagram's mixers,
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to Massanutten!!
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VIEWP
Totally
unaware
TAKING ALCOHOL IN moderation was the
theme last week as JMU kicked off its
Alcohol Awareness Week. The only
problem was that students apparently weren't
aware that it was the week to be aware.
The opening program for the week was
supposed to kick off with a bang in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. But only 22 people
showed up for the event, seven of them
speakers.
In this, the big year that the grandfather clause
went out of effect, JMU has made great strides
to comply with the new 21-for-everyone state
law. It has stepped up measures to catch those
underage drinkers, while alleviating some of the
pressure to do so by banning kegs in dorms.
Alcohol Awareness Week was supposed to be
a highlight of the new JMU attitude on drinking,
but it failed to get the response it was looking
for. As ManX Facknitz pointed out in his letter to
the editor, students are generally apathetic. It will
take more than having some speakers in for a
few days and discount night at Skatetown to get
the message through.
If JMU is serious about having a new outlook
on alcohol, it will take more than one Alcohol
Awareness Week. Although, it is a very positive
step towards curbing a student's excessive
drinking habits, it has quite a few holes.
WHAT ABOUT FACULTY drinking, as
Facknitz points out in his letter. Where
are the informational seminars to
relieve alcohol-related tension and other
addictions that are occurring in faculty and staff
positions as well as in the residence halls?
This is an effort that needs to be pursued
throughout the year, with attention given to all
aspects of the problems that come with alcohol.
Students will have to do their part, too. Letters
to the Editor are a welcome sight anytime in our
box on the subject of the campus alcohol policy,
but the people who must hear these gripes are
the JMU administrators.
They gave JMU students a chance last week,
and students showed out in pitifully low
numbers. These are just the kind of things that
administrators revel in when making changes
and revisions in policies. That way, when they
make a move, they can say, "You had your
chance," and student arguments don't have a
leg to stand on later.
Student, faculty and staff consumption of
alcohol is something we all should be worried
about. A more comprehensive and involved
initiative to make all of these people more
knowledgable about alcohol and how it relates to
JMU is what will make JMU truly aware in the end.
The above editorial Is the opinion or the 1987-88
RobWashburn Breeze editorial board. Mike Wilson
editor
managing editor
Mark Charnock Stephen Kountree
editorial editor asst. editorial editor

*

Different Worlds: Students
have false sense of security
Harrisonburg can seem like the most serene place
sometimes. The leaves, having already turned colors,
give us a sense of beauty that's hard to match
anywhere else right now. But behind the beauty of
the mountains and quaintness of this town, there is
now a sense of fear.
The murder of Shirley Graham Collins last week
sent chills through the neighborhood where she lived.
It is a neighborhood far enough from downtown to be
what most would consider safe. It reads middle-class
all the way, a place where something like that should
not happen.
But now, while Harrisonburg police try to put the
pieces together on their second murder in less than
six months, that neighborhood and others like it have
a numbed expression, still unbelieving that one of
life's harsh realities came that close to home. It did,
though, it came very close to home—for all of us.
Harrisonburg is not a big place. It's a small town
where news travels fast. Almost everyone you talk to
downtown will tell you something new, whether it is
a weather update or who's doing the cooking today at
L&S Diner. But unfortunately, most of that talk has
now settled into anger and fear.
If you go downtown, some of the locals will tell
you just how it is here in town. "Can't believe they
ain't found that son-bitch that killed that woman,"
says one local to another over lunch the other day.
"Can't believe it," he says, over and over again. It's
that way wherever you go—Valley Mall, Court

Square or just strolling down Main Street. It's
everywhere, that I-can't-believe-it talk.
Then there is the other part of Harrisonburg—JMU.
The talk here is mostly I-can't-believe-it talk, too. "I
can't believe the keg's history." "I can't believe that
was the last hit, man." "I can't believe she's sleeping
with him—in my room, man."

BETWEEN THE
LINES
Mark Charnock
They are two different worlds, Harrisonburg and
JMU, and that's a shame, especially when it comes to
something as serious as murder. But JMU is a
sheltered, controlled environment that breeds social
ignorance along with its academic excellence
sometimes. It's a place where if it didn't happen
directly to you, it must not have happened at all.
But we must keep in mind, it was about a mile
away what happened to Shirley Graham Collins. Six
blocks. Think about it. You walk maybe six blocks
to go to D-Hall in the morning. It's that close, but
JMU students don't realize it, except for a brief
mention in a passing conversation.

See SECURITY page 27 >
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West sets record straight on new song
To the editor:

song that I have recenUy composed; it
is a "public domain" folk song which
portrays the thoughts of an
early-American traveler about to cross
the Missouri River making reminiscent
comparisons to his native Shenandoah
Valley. The melody itself is a
pre-existent chantey like many other
folk tunes that have had other texts set
to them.

Before ASCAP, BMI or any other
music composer-publisher association
begins a law suit, I'd like to clarify the
misstatements about my relationship to
one of the proposed "new" Virginia
state songs—"O Shenandoah"—as
replacement for "Carry Me Back to Old
Virginny."
"Oh Shenandoah" is not an original

Faculty must face
question of alcohol
abuse like students
To the editor:
CurrenUy languishing before the Faculty Senate
are two motions advanced by students. One asks
for stricter no-smoking regulations in university
buildings. The other asks the Senate to help SGA
do something about constrictive programs and
majors by helping to ensure that all students be
guaranteed at least eighteen hours of electives.
Each motion deserves praise and speedy passage,
for each reflects the growing desire of JMU
students to take control of their lives and their
educations. Part of this positive trend is Alcohol
Awareness Week, a clear sign of a more subtle
willingness arising among students which means
that fewer and fewer make careers out of fooling
themselves about alcohol. Fewer and fewer spend
four years training for the great liver rinse.
Graduation.
Students Tom Kelly, Kerry Lawn, and Jennifer
Gibson deserve our thanks for coming forward with
letters in The Breeze. Their suggestions are
excellent and worth pursuing. It is indeed ironic
that we can mediate failing grades and tile
grievances on administrative decisions until we're
at the doorstep of the Supreme Court, but the
average student with a drinking problem doesn't
know where to turn.
Perhaps out of prudence, more likely out of
courtesy, Kelly, Lawn, and Gibson stop short of
mentioning drinking among faculty members and
administrators. Alcohol is not merely a student
problem. More is lost to it than the occasional
undergraduate life or the more common midterm
"F." It also blunts the minds, fouls the bodies, and
muddies the spirits of many people who never the
less feel that they are doing an excellent job of
leading the young toward intellectual and physical
maturity. I suggest that the reason we have been
slow to recognize the urgency of the drinking
problem among undergraduates is that we would be
forced to acknowledge the extent of our own lapses
and excesses. I think we must face our own
attitudes toward alcohol abuse, and until we can we
should be grateful to be led by youth.

Mark A. R.Facknltz
Assistant Professor
English

Actually, the more creative efforts on
"O Shenandoah" have been those of Dr.
Todd Zeiss of the English Department
who has kept the original character of
the folk lyrics by writing original
verses that more directly relate to
Virginia. My role has been that of an
arranger/composer setting "O
Shenandoah" in a more singable and
harmonically interesting form that

would be both easily remembered and,
hopefully, enjoyably performed.
I feel that most Americans, when
they hear the song, "O Shenandoah,"
logically think of Virginia and its
nationally-known valley and, therefore,
a logical choice for the official state
song of Virginia.

Dr. George A. West
department of music

Seniors' voice will be heard
To the editor:
Seniors—Your voice will be heard! In response to
Sheri Weeks' October 22 editorial stating that seniors'
opinions have not been considered, I want you to
know that your opinions have been heard. Kathy
Sayko and I have been attending meetings and
voicing student concerns to President Carrier and
other faculty and staff members. At the referenced
* class meeting, approximately 100 students were
present and appeared to be opposed to the graduation
changes. This group certainly does not constitute a
majority of the senior class. To inform you and all
other seniors, the Senior Class Commencement
Committee, chaired by Tracy Huff, has devised a
survey addressing all of the issues and concerns about
graduation. Each senior will be receiving the survey

Parking still an
important issue
To the editor:
After receiving my second parking ticket in the
same space in just over twenty-four hours, I have
been compelled to put in my two cents worth on
what I feel is becoming an even more important issue
on our campus. I don't claim to be an authority on
the subject, but I do know this for sure; enrollment
has increased and parking has definitely not increased
proportionately. The only solution I have noticed is
an increase in the fine for parking violations. This is
one of the most pathetic disregards for students and
faculty I have encountered. It may seem trivial to
some, but as a whole there is a great deal of money
involved.
Granted, I, as well as many other people, am
careless from time to time as far as where I park. But
the fact remains that parking is a serious problem
that has thus far been unsolved. I'm sure there are
many projects "underway," but in the meantime,
there should be at least some flexibility exercised.
Rules are guidelines, not absolutes.
The main point I am trying to make is that I am
thoroughly disappointed with the system here at
JMU. In raising the fine for parking violations, the
administration has used extremely poor judgement,
and I hope they are satisfied knowing once again they
have "solved" yet another problem here on campus.

-

in their campus P. 0. box this week.
After the results of the survey are in^Tracy and I
will report them directly to President Carrier.
Sheri—I want your voice heard and the voices of all
the other seniors. It is imperative that every senior
fill out this survey and return it to the UCO
immediately. This survey will determine the opinion
of the majority of the senior class and its results will
represent the viewpoint that Tracy and I will express
to Dr. Carrier.
SENIORS.VOICE XQJJBJDPINIO^BY FILLING
OUT THE SURVEY!
~"^

Melanle Knight
senior class president

Letters Policy
We want you to know that you arc the reason we
are here. Reporting and analyzing the events at
JMU is our primary responsibility, and often times
people have a lot to say.
The Reader's Forum page is the place to say it.
We welcome letters from the JMU community on
a variety of topics that are of general interest to
JMU.
All letters must be confirmed. Therefore, give us
your full name, telephone number, address, and
major with each letter. Letters without these things
will not be printed. If you have more than one
person writing the letter, we will indicate that
under the first name given on your letter.
Please don't be afraid to write. This is one of the
few places where your opinion gets directly to the
student body.
Letters also help us gauge student issue, or help
bring to light an issue we might have overlooked.
So, please keep in mind everything mentioned
above, and let us hear from you soon.

Keith M. Saunders
senior
finance

»
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The 'Best Pizza in Town, ttontst!

-All You Can Eat
Buffet!

By the look of some of our
competitors, you'd think
that everyday was Halloween!

Everday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

$3.59
Nightly
Monday thru Thursday

$3.79

At Mr. Gattis, the only thing that
stays the same is the GREAT
TASTE OF OUR PIZZA!
\
/ -

Served or Delivered
Real Hot!
Real Fresh!
Real Fast!

FREE DELIVERY

433-0606
Sun - Thurs
11 a.m. -1 am.
Fri-Sat
11 a.m. -2 a.m.
Located in Cloverieaf Shopping Center

-€^^3)--r-<^^3) ■
"" —-^V.*...'

$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$7.00
for any medium
reg.,3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
Free Delivery

$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$7.00
for any medium
reg.,3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free

I

Cokes
Free Delivery

<®gpfc
$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes
regular crust
OR
Pizza
$9.00
for any large
with 11 Toppings | regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
|
Cokes

i
i
i

Free Delivery

i

.j.

Free Delivery

$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes
OR

$9.00
for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes
Free Delivery

i
i
i
i
i
J

»». -.'»<
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Security

<*•

Traffic violations appeals process all wrong

> (Continued from page 24)

Those passing conversations are causing some
problems too. Thursday night, rumor central was
alive and well at JMU. There were stories, in a wave
of panic, that ranged from a 17-year-old Harrisonburg
^High student being mutilated to the supposed
dfcovery of a string of naked bodies behind Chandler
Hall. All of this shows just how far apart those two
worlds—JMU and Harrisonburg—have become.
Now is not the time for more of those ignorant
rumors, it is a time to be informed. Don't go
overboard, just be smart.
Be smart enough to realize that cruel, senseless,
unprovoked acts of aggression happen everywhere. A
guarantee of safety and making it home to mom and
dad every time school has a break doesn't come with
the $2,000-plus tuition paid per semester.

To the editor:
I am writing to discuss the traffic violation appeals
process that has been adopted by the Campus Police
Dept. here at JMU.
On August 31,1987 I received a ticket for parking
in a restricted lot. I was parked in a designated space
behind Cleveland Hall. My trunk was up, my flashers
were engaged and both of my back doors were ajar. I
was moving into my room in Spotswood Hall. It
seems that if I had chosen to park on the Quadrangle
it would have been a wise decision because many cars
were and not one ticket had been issued, nonetheless I
got nailed.
I went to the Campus Police to see if the incident
could be taken care of and was told to fill out a
standard form stating my case. That was all well and
good but no one ever got back to me to discuss the

problem. Three weeks after the form was filed I
received a cold note in my mailbox. APPEAL
DENIED. Last week I was notified that my records
have been placed on hold due to this infraction.
My concern and the basis for this letter is, how is
it that such a drastic move, placing a students records
on hold, can be leveled based on a decision that was
made behind closed doors where the party in question
was never questioned? Have the Campus Police
changed the meaning of "To Serve and Protect" into
"To Harass and Torment?" Where can a student turn
for justice here when he finds that the boys in blue
are actually a bright, shiny YELLOW!?!

.. »/: |i~
Cralg Phaup
senior
comm arts/English

While police try to get new leads and track down
possible suspects, don't set yourself up to be their
next case. Make your friends prove they are your
freinds by walking with you, but above all, don't
panic or contribute to the unrest that has developed
over this past week.

x

Woodsy Owl
Only Nature Should Paint Rod

It is a very uncertain time in Harrisonburg. The
feeling is much like the one felt by the community
when a young, JMU transfer student named Marion
Joanna Burgoyne was murdered this summer.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Most JMU students didn't really know about that,
or worse yet, they didn't really care. But it was just
another since-forgotten reminder that those two
distinct and different worlds created by JMU students
come together a lot more often than you think.

Forest Service, U.S.D. A.

Free Credit
Get

$Z50i) worth of credit

AT&T

INSTANTLY!!

'Everyday features -

iFoattuflirtirag)

"Roast meef ■
fried Cfiicfon'
fried ^sk

ir]®[raj©&a§i$®

WmM

Spaghetti; Liver & Onions; Chickeg Myofs
& Gravy; Pepper Steak; B.B.Q. (thicken;
Country Fried Steak; Chicken & D jmpllngs;
Broiled Fish; Stuffed Bell Pepperf
Beef Tips; Pork Tenderloin; Lasa ina and

Turkey & Dressing.

Hey JMU,
stop by for Homeconl ing!
Across from BEST PRODUCTS In the
Clover Leaf Shopping Centei
Harrisonburg, VA
Hours: Monday through Saturday. 11a.m. to 8 p.rr
Sunda^^^TUo^^rv^^^

Stop by
DYNABYTE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
satellite location in
ANDERSON BROTHERS BOOKSTORE
for your

/ FREE
AT&T Plus Card.
Use it for long
distance calls.
Even
COMPUTERS,
like the AT&T
PC6300!!
Stop by or call today: 434-3600.

DYNABY!
Computer Products

■■
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0

S FRESH
SUPER
FOOD MARKETS
The freshest way to save...
ALL FLAVORS
\ VIRGINIA GROWN-GOLDEN & RED

Delicious
Apples

90

big

Sale Starts
Sunday Oct. 25
thru Sat. Oct. 31

Q 6oz -|00

w

La Yogurt
FRESH-REGULAR

cups

■

LB. $ I ■ 11 9

Ground Beef

C$1.99

Potato Chips

VIRGINIA CHOICE

[Fresh Pork
Barbecue
Al L

VABIF- IIES

JUPER^ FRESH SUPER COUPON

STOP

Sealtest
Ice Cream
half

A&P GRADE TV WHITE

Large Eggs

SF623J

39

I
I
I
I
I

With .This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Oct. 25 Thru Sat, Oct. 31, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

gal.

SUPER* FRESH SUPER COUPON

J
SF 624

I

I

SUPER FRESH KING SIZE

White Bread

290

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Oct. 25 Thru Sat., Oct. 31, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

I
I

J

■

TOP

?

MTN. DEW«SLICE»PEPSI FREE

Reg. or Diet
Pepsi Cola

09
I'uir.ir

II

M> t

STOP

SUPER^FRESH SUPER COUPON
PRE-PRICED$1.09-DUNCAN HINES

Brownie Mix

690:

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Oct. 25 Thru Sat., Oct. 31,1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

SUPER:;: FRESH SUPER COUPON

SF626 I

I

MINUTE MAID-FOR YOUR HALLOWEEN PARTY

11

|

Grapes

Light N' Juicy

890|■

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Oct. 25 Thru Sat., Oct. 31,1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

I
J

